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TYPE II FISH
Curvy tail template helps loosen up the board under
your back foot

Dynamic single concave traveling from nose to tail creating 
variable lift depending on rider position and helps with late 
take-offs

Chamfered triplane bottom acts as a fulcrum point, helping 
put the board on rail and offers more control of the put the board on rail and offers more control of the 
wider board

Downed rail shape with tucked edge running entire 
length of rail reduces drag

Chamfered edge breaks at the rail just infront of the leading 
edge of the fins, creating an abrupt increase in the rail line
rocker 

Designed to be ridden with single foil twin keel finsDesigned to be ridden with single foil twin keel fins

Concave deck adds sensativity under front foot

The Type II fish is designed to add leverage and sensitivity
to your surfing relative to more traditional fishes. As most
fishes need a more open face to properly operate, these are
built to also appreciate less predictable and chunkier waves
from waist high to around head high. Surf these 6”- 8” 
shorter than you are tall.shorter than you are tall.

Available Dimensions:
-   5’1” x 20.25“ x 2.188”   
-  5’3” x 20.5” x 2.25”   
-  5’5” x 20.75” x 2.375”
-  5’7” x 21” x 2.5”
-  5‘9’ x 21.25” x 2.563”
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VOODOO 
HEAT

Wing + hip reduces tail width and adds pivot point

Double concave entry helps pull water linearly down 
board when paddling

Spiral vee existing between feet helps the board sit on rail 
while still generating lift through turns

Downed rail shape with tucked edge in alignment with
spiral veespiral vee

Increased rocker in nose compared to Type II fish

Designed to be ridden with narrow based keels or upright
twin fins

The Voodoo Heat is designed to get on rail easier and slice
through the water more than my Type II fish. These 
boards appreciate faster moving waves where regulating 
speed and added control is of the essence. Surf these 4” - speed and added control is of the essence. Surf these 4” - 
6” shorter than your height and in waves shoulder high to
a little overhead.
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Available Dimensions:
-   5’5” x 19.5” x 2.188”   
-  5’7” x 19.75” x 2.25”   
-  5’9” x 20” x 2.375”
-  5’11” x 20.25” x 2.5”
-  6’1” x 20.5” x 2.625”



TURBO FISH

Available Dimensions:
-   5’4” x 19.25” x 2.25”   
-  5’6” x 19.5” x 2.313”   
-  5’8” x 19.75” x 2.375”
-  5’10” x 20” x 2.438”
-  6’0” x 20.25” x 2.5”

Narrowed outline based off of Type II Fish 

Snub nose with increased nose rocker helps 
fit the board into curvier parts of the wave

Full length dynamic single concave to help the entire
board generate lift while maintaining a lively skatey 
feeling

Thinner rail foil that is soft in shape aides in senativity Thinner rail foil that is soft in shape aides in senativity 
and forgiveness

Increased tail rocker relative to Type II Fish

Low aspect ratio canards leading the upright twin fins 
help hold the rail in the water when turning at higher
speeds and in steeper parts of the wave

This fish is intended to be surfed in waves with a little
more punch to them similar to the Voodoo Heat, but more punch to them similar to the Voodoo Heat, but 
while offering the more skatey feeling of a concave 
bottom and with the added control of its low aspect 
ratio canards. The snubbed nose help with paddling 
and keeps the nose from poking into steeper parts of 
the wave. Surf these boards 3” - 6” longer than you 
would a Type II fish.
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POLYP
Wide parallel outline increases the boards ability to plane and 
reduces drag

Rolled entry contour displaces water at lower speeds

Single concave set inside of chamfered triplane bottom creates 
lift while aiding in maneuverability

Dynamic rail shape with varying apex adds bite and forgiveness
depending on rider positiondepending on rider position

Slight s-deck keeps tail rocker minimal and the tail foil thin

Dual low aspect double foiled keel fins designed for long carves
and minimal drag

A further exploration of the Simmons inspired designs. 
Richard Kenvin, Joe Bauguess, and the Hydrodynamica project 
have blown more wind into my sails with my surfing and 
shaping direction more than anything else. This is a return to shaping direction more than anything else. This is a return to 
genesis with some modern shaping tweaks I’ve picked up along
the way, as well as some references to “Y”. Ride these as short
as possible. 
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Available Dimensions:
-   4’10” x 21.75” x 2.25”   
-  5’ x 22” x 2.375”   
-  5’2” x 22.25” x 2.5”
-  5’4” x 22.5” x 2.563”
-  5’6” x 22.75” x 2.625”
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ORB
Snub nose keeps from poking into unwanted parts
of the wave

Full length dished out single concave offering a lively feeling
under foot and acceleration through turns

Rounder, softer, more forgiving rail profile

Healthy amount of centerline staged tail rocker helps with
quick directional changesquick directional changes

Quad fin set up

Orbs are one of the more high performance boards I offer. 
These really enjoy being surfed in the pocket and 
maintain a high degree of playfulness in that arena. Orbs
appreciate chest high mush but really start scooting along 
in punchier waves around head high. Surf these around 4 
or so inches shorter than your typical shortboard.or so inches shorter than your typical shortboard.
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Available Dimensions:
-   5’6” x 19” x 2.25”   
-  5’8” x 19.25” x 2.375”   
-  5’10” x 19.5” x 2.5”
-  6’0” x 19.75” x 2.563”
-  6’2” x 20” x 2.625”
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CYANIDE 
BREATH 
MINT

Chopped nose increases the width beneath your chest, aiding
how the board paddles

Wide tail offers stability and quick acceleration

Dynamic single concave running nose to tail offers variable lift 
and aides the boards ability to plane

Chamfered triplane creates a fulcrum point helping the board get
on railon rail

Fuller rail shape with continuous tucked edge

Designed to be ridden with upright twin fins or narrow based
keels

The Cyanide Breath Mints are designed as an exploration of 
modern day high performance surfing by emphasizing ideas 
that Bob Simmons brought to the table in the 1940’s. These are 
low drag surfboards that enjoy waves around the head high low drag surfboards that enjoy waves around the head high 
range. Surf these about 4” shorter than you would your daily
shortboard. 
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Available Dimensions:
-   5’4” x 19” x 2.25”   
-  5’6” x 19.25” x 2.375”   
-  5’8” x 19.5” x 2.5”
-  5’10” x 19.75” x 2.563”
-  6’ x 20” x 2.625”
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1D-10T
Minimal rocker throughout increase the board’s ability to 
paddle and plane

Long spiral vee encourages the board to sit on rail and pull
you through your turns

Thinly foiled tail shape offers sesnativity and conrtrol

Soft rail shape in front quarter allows full engagement in 
steeper wavessteeper waves

Intended to be surfed with narrow based keels or upright 
twin fins

The 1D-10T’s offer effortless speed in waves with less push to
them while also being able sit quite comfortably in hollower
parts of waves. I sugest riding these a tad bit longer than your 
height. These are designed to be surfed with wider based twin
fins.fins.

Available Dimensions:
-   5’10” x 19.25” x 2.375”   
-  6’ x 19.5” x 2.5”   
-  6’2” x 19.75” x 2.625”
-  6’4” x 20” x 2.69”
-  6’6” x 20.25” x 2.75”
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Available Dimensions:
-   6’7” x 20” x 2.5”   
-  6’9” x 20.25” x 2.625”   
-  6’11” x 20.5” x 2.75”
-  7’1” x 20.75” x 2.875”
-  7’3” x 20.813” x 2.938”
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Wide point forward of center makes the nose 
template fuller, increasing your ability to paddle

Narrow tail also straightens the outline helping 
draw out your turns

Spiral vee beneath your feet helps the board sit 
on rail while still generating lift and speed 
through turnsthrough turns

Downed rail shape with a tucked tedge adds 
sensitivity and control while turning

Channels add grip and and help direct water
through the fins

Twin fins with a trailer loosen the board up while
still offering a central point for the point to pivot 
aroundaround

Relaxed rocker tbroughout increase the board’s 
natural speed and balances out the spiral vee. 

Prangs are designed to offer much more glide 
and an easier ability to trim relative to your 
typical shortboard. Ride them on smaller days as
an alternative to your midlength or to really feel 
them come alive, in overhead waves of more them come alive, in overhead waves of more 
consequence. These are designed to be ridden 
quite a bit longer than you are tall.
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GEN ED
Minimal entry rocker to aid wave-catching ability

Rolled entry contour aids control in forward trim

Spiral vee to help direct water when on rail and carry speed
through turns

Healthy amount of tail rocker lets the board change direction
with ease

Wide tail generates stability and speed in smaller wavesWide tail generates stability and speed in smaller waves

S-deck reduces the volume in the tail of the board

Downed rail shape balances out the convexed bottom shape
and gives even more control on rail

The General Education model or “Gen Ed” is designed to be a 
very easy-surfing mid length. I attempted to put it all in this 
board. Something that paddles effortlessly, has an easy to find
forward trim cockpit, and encourages controlled directional forward trim cockpit, and encourages controlled directional 
changes.

Available Dimensions:
-   7’2” x 21.5” x 2.75”   
-  7’4” x 21.75” x 2.813”   
-  7’6” x 22” x 2.875”
-  7’8” x 22.25” x 2.938”
-  7’10” x 22.5” x 3”
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LARGE 
MAGELLANIC 
CLOUD
Widepoint forward creating subtle teardrop appearance
with the outline 

Full length vee bottom encourages the board to sit on 
rail with ease and to slice through the water with less 
resistance

Downed rail shape paralleling the length of vee bottom 
balances the convexed bottom shape and control on balances the convexed bottom shape and control on 
rail

Moderate but continuous bottom rocker eliminates a  
singular sweet spot, allowing the entire board to be driven off 
of rail.

My Large Magellanic Clouds are an exploration of 
simplicity within surfboard design. A demonstration
in solely focusing on rocker line and foil and what in solely focusing on rocker line and foil and what 
that can give you. These boards feel amazing in 
anything from knee high to well overhead surf.
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Available Dimensions:
-   7’7” x 21.75” x 2.75”   
-  7’9” x 22” x 2.813   
-  8’1” x 22.25” x 2.875”
-  8’3” x 22.5” x 2.934”
-  8’5“ x 22.75” x 3”
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 When I walked away from shaping I was completely burned out and had lost all direction. When I first realized I 
could make a living out of shaping surfboards, I thought I had figured it all out. I thought that taking my passion and 
turning it into a means of living was a great idea. In reality, this completely changed my relationship to shaping and 
dissolved all of the reasons that made me fall in love with it in the first place. I confused feelings of being validated 
with those of being fulfilled and in doing so, became lost in an endless chase of trying to satisfy other people's 
expectations for me. I became nearly completely driven by other people's judgements. The pandemic finally gave me 
the space to realize how I had lost all original direction. How unhappy this was making me. I very seriously needed a 
break and so when I turned 26, that's exactly what I gave myself. 

 After a year and a half of reflection and distancing myself from board making, I finally feel I have a way to have  After a year and a half of reflection and distancing myself from board making, I finally feel I have a way to have 
shaping fit like a puzzle piece into my life this time without eroding the fulfillment I found in my time away. I’ve 
decided to take orders again, but to keep this direction I am only opening my books for 10 boards at a time and will 
be only doing so three times per year. To further simplify things, Surfbored will be my exclusive distributor and will 
be handling all orders. I hope you enjoy the thought and love put into these new boards, and as always, everything is 
still 100% hand shaped. I really appreciate you reading this.

In earnest,
 - Griffin Stepanek - Griffin Stepanek

If you mind, I have a few things I’d like to say


